The analytic hierarchy process in mathematical modelling can be applied to numerous fields, even in the underwater competition. In this paper, we took the one of the related competitions, underwater wrestling match for example, when the robot pushes the point in different areas, the force exerted on the float by robot is different, and the speed, direction, reaction time of the robot as well as the distance from the specified point will have influences on the result of the game, too. We divided the float into four areas, using AHP to study the weight of each area, and finally determine the optional strategy. Having been verified, the experimental results are consistent with the theory.
Introduction
With the rapid developments of biological and engineering technology sciences, the boom of underwater robot such as robot fish has been set off in the recent years. Having experienced a long process of the adaption to the environment as well as the procedure of natural selection, fishes have evolved a remarkable ability in underwater movements. Some promote high swimming efficiency, motility, agility and concealment with the propulsion of caudal fin, which cannot be matched by the traditional propeller-propelled shipping tools. Therefore, numerous domestic and foreign research institutions go into underwater robot which is an emerging frontier technology, the relevant competition also came into being. It is foreseeable that in the near future, underwater robot can operate automatically in the complex environment and plays a significant role in the fields of marine environmental testing, submarine exploration, marine rescue, military reconnaissance and so on. Related competitions will get more attention and participation. In this paper, we established a mathematical model based on the impacts of underwater robots' mechanical structure and motion parameters on competition, and used analytic hierarchy process to get the optimal strategy.
Underwater Wrestling Match

Rules of the competition
Each team sends one underwater robot to participate in the competition. The pool is divided into two areas by a line which connects two centre points of the two long sides. The size of each area is 1.5 m × 2 m. At the beginning of the competition, the referee puts the float in the water, requiring the centre of the float and the centre of the pool remain stationary, then, place the robots of both side inside the floating object as is shown in Fig. 1 
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Establishment and Solution to Mathematical Model of Robot Path
In order to find the optional strategy, we set the Goal (represented by A )as the best area where the optional point lies; the main factors affecting the best point include speed, direction (angle), distance and reaction time, we regard these factors as the Criterion (represented by B); four areas as the Alternative(represented by C).
Goal Criterion Alternative
Numerical scales of factor contribution according to experience and judgment [5] : After reviewing a large number of references and on the basis of previous experience over the years, assuming that the midpoint of each area represents the point where the robot pushes the float, we can get:
The comparison matrix of Criterion is shown in The comparison matrix of Alternative is shown in Table 3 . 2) Find the corresponding average random consistency index (RI) [6] .The values of RI are given for n = 1, L, 9, by Saaty, which are shown in Table 4 . The value of RI is obtained by constructing 500 sample matrices via random method: we construct reciprocal matrix with numbers which are extracted from 1 to 9 and their reciprocal randomly to obtain the mean value of the largest eigenvalue λ and we define:
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